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Reinventing 
Cities

A global competition for 
zero-carbon & resilient 
projects

Recipe for Future Living, Oslo



C40 Cities 
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Directly representing 582 million residents 
and 20% of the global economy

C40 is a network of mayors of nearly 100 
world-leading cities collaborating to deliver 
the urgent action needed to confront the 
climate crisis and to create greener and fairer 
urban spaces.
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Why do cities and the built environment matter?

55% 
of the world’s 

population lives in 
cities

Buildings 
account for

50%
of cities emissions

Cities consume 
around 

75% 
of the world’s 

energy



Cities and businesses 
must collaborate to 
shape new models of 
urban regeneration
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It is urgent to:

• Harness a model of low-carbon 
inclusive urban future where 
everyone can thrive.

• Develop lighthouse projects that set 
a positive vision and standards of a 
carbon-neutral and resilient 
development.

Zero carbon & resilient urban 
projects must become the norm 

© Brzozowska / Getty Images



Reinventing Cities, an innovative call for projects

Led by C40 to stimulate sustainable development and to celebrate innovative solutions to 
environmental and urban challenges. 

This global competition transforms underutilized sites into sustainable and community-
focused projects striving for: zero-carbon buildings, more resilient cities, sustainable lifestyle & 
social inclusion.

Reinventing Cities is now open for proposals!
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MKNO, Paris



Participating cities
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SINGAPORE

MILAN

ROMEMADRID

CAPE TOWN

REYKJAVIK

MONTRÉAL

CHICAGO

OSLO

PARIS

HOUSTON

SAN FRANCISCO

AUCKLAND

SÃO PAULO

PHOENIX

BRISTOL

BOLOGNA

IZMIR
NAPLES

LYON

• 20 cities globally

• 33 projects currently under development

• 3000+ participating firms



Great media interest & press
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Examples of winning projects 
from past editions



Les Ateliers Cabot 
Montreal
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Les Ateliers Cabot 
Montreal
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• A former industrial site turns into an artistic, 
entrepreneurial and technological hub

• Net zero in operation and reduces 64% of 
embodied emissions

• 60% of the area is dedicated to green spaces 
including a new urban forest

• The site will be zero organic waste & 87% reduction 
of the waste sent to landfill and recycling centers
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Aria 
Milan
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• A new 14ha mixed-used ‘15-minute City’ 
neighbourhood that includes varied and affordable 
homes and amenities, as well as innovative 
workplaces and an international campus dedicated 
to green technologies

• The project is the first carbon-negative district of 
Milan thanks to innovative energy district system

Aria 
Milan



A catalyst for change

1st zero-carbon social housing project in 
Italy

1st zero-carbon neighbourhood project
in Paris

1st zero-carbon high rise building in 
Chicago

Previous winning projects have set new national standards 



Modular passive house building in 
Chicago

Construction machine engines 
powered by electricity in Reykjavík 

Upcycling building materials from a 
nearby demolition site in Oslo

A catalyst for change

Propose solutions that can be replicated across the world to serve as model of the future 
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How it works

Cities & 
partners

propose underused sites, 
ready to be sold, or 

leased for 
redevelopment  

C40
organises the global call 

for projects   

Bidding Teams
present their best 

proposals to redevelop 
the site

Low carbon urban regeneration
& Innovative solutions for a green and just future



Competition framework
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Common regulations & guidance Site Requirements



Competition framework
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• Common objectives: 10 climate 
challenges that the teams are 
invited to address. 

• In addition, teams must follow 
specific requirements defined by 
the city.

10 Climate 
Challenges 

Green buildings 
& energy 

Construction lifecycle

Low-carbon 
mobility

Climate 
resilience

Circular resources 

Inclusion & 
community 

High-quality 
design

Sustainable 
lifestyle

Water 
management

Urban nature 



Bidding teams characteristics
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• Multidisciplinary teams including architects, community groups, developers, start-ups etc.

• Include at least an architect & environmental expert

• Have financial capacity to implement the project (not required in phase 1)



May 5 – Sept 20 
2022

LAUNCH & PHASE 1: 
EXPRESSION OF 
INTEREST

ANNOUNCEMENT 
OF FINALISTS

ANNOUNCEMENT 
OF THE WINNING 
PROJECT

PHASE 2: FINAL 
PROPOSALS

Oct 2022 Nov 2022 – April 2023 June 2023

Provisional Timeline



Expression of Interest

Bidding teams present a “light” proposal:
● Description of the team
● Presentation of the project and 

development concept for the site

Selection of 3 to 5 
finalist teamsPhase 1

A two-phase competition



Expression of Interest Selection of 3 to 5 
finalist teams

● Detailed project (including design, 
uses, environmental performance etc.)

● Financial offer to buy or lease the site 
and project business plan

● Monitoring protocol

Selection of one 
winning team per site

Phase 1

Phase 2

A two-phase competition

Final Proposal

Bidding teams present a “light” proposal:
● Description of the team
● Presentation of the project and 

development concept for the site



Evaluation criteria
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• Relevance of the project to the 
specifics of the site.

• Strategy to minimise carbon 
emissions and proposed solutions to 
address the 10 Climate Challenges.

• The suitability of the team to 
successfully implement their 
proposal.

Ex Macello, Milan

© Wolf Visualising Architecture



Implementation
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• After the competition process, each 
city / site owner will finalise the 
agreement with the winning team, in 
line with local laws and regulations. 

• The winning team will then 
implement the project. 

Edison Lite, Paris

© Luc Boegly



Website & Information
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Common 
documents

For each site: SSR, 
Dataroom & 

Question Box
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Contact: 

reinventingcities@c40.org

‘The Reinventing Cities competition has 

inspired exactly the inventive collaboration we 

need to combat the climate crisis .

It is more than an innovative competition - it is 

providing vital solutions to build the urban 

future we want.’

Mark Watts, C40 Executive Director

c40reinventingcities.org

Campo Urbano, Rome
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Presenting the Development Opportunity

Abigail Stratford, Head of Regeneration, Bristol City Council



The Whitehouse St Regeneration Area



Regeneration Framework Objectives

Summary

• Deliver c2,000 new homes

• Ensure no net loss of jobs

• Provide up to 15,000m2 employment 
space, including light industrial 
floorspace 

• Successfully integrate homes and 
employment space

• Public realm improvements with 
improved connection to support 
active travel

• New infrastructure to support growth 



Existing Employment Provision

• Predominantly single or double storey warehouse style 
buildings, with yard space

• 39 businesses on site

• 330 – 400 jobs

• c17,000sqm occupied employment space

• Majority of businesses occupy units of 500sqm or less 



Existing Employment Provision



The Employment Vision For Whitehouse St

• Re-provide up to 15,000m2 employment space, including light industrial space, flexible 
makerspace, workshop and workspace 

• Aspiration to create opportunities for existing tenants to stay in the area, should they want and 
are able to, and where compatible with residential, whilst creating space for new businesses to 
move in to

• Increase density and efficiency of land use

• Limited amount of retail, food and drink – want to support placemaking, but need to 
complement East St and Bedminster Parade, not compete with

• Social infrastructure to support growth and community integration 

• Range of typologies required to deliver the vision 



The Brief – Plot 1a

Existing Industrial 

Plot 1a Industrial 

intensification 

Scheme

Seek to create cluster 
of industrial uses



The Brief – Industrial Intensification

Gewerbehof Laim, a stacked industrial 

scheme in Munich

Industria, a 10,000sqm multi-storey light industrial scheme being 

delivered by LB Barking & Dagenham and Be First

SEGRO V-Park Grand Union: a six-storey development 

delivering 13,000sqm light industrial space in LB Brent 

• Deliver a minimum 6,000m2 - 8,000m2 of 
employment floorspace

• Stage 2 proposals to be informed by 
engagement with local businesses 



The Brief – Strong Strategic Fit 



The Brief – Co-Location with Residential

Paintworks, Bristol

Light industrial workspace on ground and first floor of 

resi building, Alperton, London

13 light industrial units, Caxton Works, LondonLight industrial workspace on ground floor of resi building, 

Wembley, London



The Brief – Other Considerations



The Brief – Futureproofing



The Brief – Climate Resilience and Sustainability



Get in Touch

Maire Grogan – Regeneration Manager, Bristol City Council 
maire.grogan@bristol.gov.uk

Jamie Walling – Regeneration Officer, Bristol City Council 
jamie.walling@bristol.gov.uk

Priyanka Premlal – Project Officer, C40 Cities 
ppremlal@c40.org


